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Abstract. Feature selection is an important process in classification and pattern recog-
nition and it has a direct influence on the accuracy of classifier. In this study, a new
optimization method of feature selection by means of rule extraction is proposed for word
sense disambiguation (WSD) of English modal verb “must”. A WSD model with all
candidate features for “must” is constructed first with the approach of structural partial-
ordered attribute diagram (SPOAD) and the accuracy of WSD is tested to be 94.5%. Then
based on the WSD model and the rule-extraction algorithm, rules for the two senses of
“must” are extracted, and accordingly the optimized feature set with only 6 attributes is
obtained. The WSD model with the optimized feature set yields a classification accuracy
of 97.5%, which is 3% higher than that of the original model. Therefore, it is concluded
that the proposed method can optimize the feature set and is effective in dealing with
binary classification problems in WSD. It can also be applied to other binary-classifier
research and provides valuable reference for feature selection in machine learning and
natural language processing.
Keywords: Feature selection, Rule extraction, Semantic features, Syntactic features,
Structural partial-ordered attribute diagram

1. Introduction. Feature selection, also called feature subset selection or attribute se-
lection, refers to the process of selecting an optimal subset from all the candidate features
in order to improve the classifier performance. In the field of machine learning or pat-
tern recognition, features have expanded from tens to hundreds of variables, increasing
the computational time and the complexity of the model and decreasing the performance
precision and the generalization ability of the model. Several techniques are developed to
address the problem by reducing irrelevant and redundant features which are a burden
for the classifier, namely, feature selection. Feature selection helps in understanding data,
reducing computation requirement, avoiding the dimension disaster and improving the
classifier performance [1].

Feature selection has been the focus of interest for quite some time and much work
has been done. As defined by John and Kohavi [2], this work is broadly divided into two
categories: filter and wrapper methods. In the filter methods, feature selection acts as a
preprocessing step to rank the features and the highly ranked features are selected and
applied to a model. Two of the most well-known ranking criteria for filter methods are
correlation criteria [3,4] and Mutual Information [5,6]. The former detects the linear de-
pendencies between feature and concept, while the latter uses the measure of dependency
between two features. The filter methods are computationally light, but the drawback
is that the selected subset might not be optimal in that a redundant subset might be
obtained.
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In wrapper methods, the model searches through the space of feature subsets using the
accuracy from a learning algorithm as the measure of goodness of particular feature subset,
i.e., the learning algorithm is wrapped on a search algorithm which will find a subset which
outputs the highest model performance. The wrapper methods are generally classified
into Sequential Selection Algorithms [7,8] and Heuristic Search Algorithms [9,10]. Using
wrapper methods is likely to produce a feature subset with high accuracy but the number
of computation is large.

Both filter methods and wrapper methods for feature selection are proven to work well
for certain datasets, and the present literature related to feature selection has made a great
contribution to machine learning and natural language processing. However, few studies of
feature selection have been conducted from the perspective of word sense disambiguation
(WSD) and no studies have reported a rule-extraction-based feature selection method.

Word sense disambiguation is a hot and tough issue in machine learning and natural
language processing. Since many contextual features coexist with the target word, it
is of vital importance to select the optimal feature subset which can disambiguate the
target word with less effort and higher accuracy. In light of this, we design this study
on one case of English modal verb must (for more modal verb WSD studies, refer to
[11-13]) and propose a new rule-extraction-based feature selection method for its WSD.
The feature selection method proposed in this article can also be applied to the WSD of
other words, and the study can provide some insight for machine learning and natural
language processing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on data collecting and
pre-processing. Section 3 demonstrates how a WSD model with all candidate features
of must is constructed. Section 4 presents the algorithm for the optimization of feature
selection in this experiment and discusses its effectiveness. Section 5 is the conclusion of
the study.

2. Data Collecting and Pre-Processing.

2.1. Data collecting. In this study, must is taken as the target word for feature selection
in WSD. Must is one of the English primary modal verbs with high frequency [14] and
the study of its feature selection and disambiguation is important for the studies of other
modal verbs as well as for natural language processing tasks. Must is mainly categorized
into two senses [15]: a root meaning and an epistemic meaning. Examples of each sense
are shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Sense classification of must

Sense of must Examples
Root “You must play this ten times over,” said Miss Jarrova.
Epistemic You must have thought about that.

The ambiguity of must may cause trouble in machine learning and natural language
processing, so it is of urgent need to carry out a WSD study of must, among which
feature selection is a crucial step. Data collecting in this study includes three steps:
corpus constructing, sense tagging and sample extracting. A 1.8-million-word corpus is
prepared for the study, including novels, news reports, research articles, legal documents,
public speeches, interviews and movie lines. Then, according to the above-mentioned
classification standard, the senses of must are manually tagged. In total, the original
corpus provides 750 sense-tagged must-sentences, among which 505 instances donate root
must (RTmust) and 245 instances donate epistemic must (EPImust). Finally, 200 RTmust
sample sentences and 200 EPImust sample sentences are extracted from the corpus to build
up a training dataset and a testing dataset, each including 100 RTmust and 100 EPImust.
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2.2. Data pre-processing.

2.2.1. Mutual information calculation. Mutual information (MI), which expresses the se-
mantic correlation between two words, is considered as semantic features in this study.
MIs between subject and must, must and the following verb in each sample sentence are
calculated according to Formula (1):

MI(w1, w2) = log
P (w1, w2)

P (w1)P (w2)
(1)

Here, w1 and w2 are two words. In this study, w1 is must and w2 is the subject
or the main verb in the sample sentence. P (w1) and P (w2) represent the probabilities
of w1 and w2 that appear independently in the whole corpus, while P (w1, w2) stands
for the probability of the co-occurrence of w1 and w2 in the whole corpus. Since there
are two senses for must, there are four pairs of MIs to be calculated: MI(s, RTmust),
MI(RTmust, v), MI(s, EPImust) and MI(EPImust, v). MI(s, RTmust) is the mutual
information between subject and RTmust, MI(RTmust, v) is the mutual information
between RTmust and the main verb, MI(s, EPImust) is the mutual information between
subject and EPImust, and MI(EPImust, v) is the mutual information between EPImust
and the main verb.

In calculating MIs, it is found when the co-occurrence frequency of two words is 0, the
value of MI is symbolized by #NUM , which represents negative infinity. In such cases,
a value should be assigned to #NUM ; otherwise, it defaults to be 0 during the following
step. So #NUM is replaced by −1, which is smaller than the minimum value in all MIs.
In this way, all the MIs are obtained, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of MI calculation

2.2.2. Data discretization. Because the algorithm in this study cannot directly deal with
continuous variables, all the MIs need discrete treatment. To achieve this, a scatter
diagram is generated for each group of MI, take the MI(s, RTmust) for example, and see
Figure 1, in which dots of different shapes stand for MIs between subject and RTmust,
with rhombus dots representing MIs of the first 100 sample sentences with RTmust and
square dots representing the other 100 sentences with EPImust. It can be seen for the
figure that the two groups are best discriminated around the value 1.01, and thus the
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dividing ranges are set to be a1 ≤ 1.01; a2 > 1.01. The dividing ranges of the other MIs
are decided in the same way and altogether there are 8 ranges:

a1: MI(s, RTmust) ≤ 1.01 a5: MI(s, EPImust) ≤ 0.15
a2: MI(s, RTmust) > 1.01 a6: MI(s, EPImust) > 0.15
a3: MI(RTmust, v) ≤ 1.40 a7: MI(EPImust, v) ≤ 0.85
a4: MI(RTmust, v) > 1.40 a8: MI(EPImust, v) > 0.85

Figure 1. Scatter diagram of MI(s, RTmust)

2.2.3. Feature vectorization. In addition to semantic features, there are several syntactic
co-occurrence features for must: 1) negation; 2) passive; 3) second person subject; 4)
first person subject; 5) perfective aspect; 6) progressive aspect; 7) existential subject; 8)
stative verb; 9) inanimate subjects. Till now, all the candidate features are selected to
construct the formal context and the SPOAD of must.

SPOAD construction is based on the theory of formal concept analysis (FCA). FCA is
a method mainly used for the analysis of data. The following definition is central to FCA
and is used in the study [16]:

Definition 2.1. U is the set of objects, U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}. M is the set of attributes,
M = {m1, m2, . . . , mn} and I ⊆ U × M is a binary relation between U and M with
(u,m) ∈ I indicating that the object u owns the attribute m. Then, K = (U,M, I) is
named as a formal context.

Objects and attributes are the two basic elements in a formal context. In this paper,
objects are the sample sentences with different senses of must and attributes are the
linguistic features. Since formal concept analysis can only process binary values, all the
extracted features should be vectorized into binary values. According to the values and
the dividing ranges of MIs, we first symbolize a1-a8 with 1 or nothing. If the value of
certain MI falls into certain range as an, then this blank is marked as 1; otherwise, nothing
is given to it. The nine syntactic features a9-a17 are dealt with in the same way according
to the presence or absence of the feature. If the sample co-occurs with the feature, a
logical value of 1 is given to it; otherwise, nothing. Based on this symbolization, the
formal context with all candidate features of English modal verb must is obtained (see
Table 3).

3. Construction of WSD Model with All Candidate Features. In this section, we
intend to disambiguate the word senses of must according to the features they have. For
convenience of exhibition and the subsequent rule extraction, we first clarify the formal
context with all candidate features in Table 3 according to Definition 3.1. Among the
objects that share the same attributes, only one is reserved and the others are deleted;
thus the clarified formal context is built.
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Table 3. Formal context of must

Figure 2. The clarified SPOAD of must
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Definition 3.1. Let K = (U,M, I) be a formal context, if for any objects u1, u2 ∈ U from
f(u1) = f(u2), it always follows that u1 = u2 and correspondingly, g(m1) = g(m2) implies
m1 = m2 for all m1,m2 ∈ M , the context K = (U,M, I) is called clarified.

Then the SPOAD tool [17] is used to convert the formal context into a corresponding
hierarchical relation diagram (see Figure 2). Since the feature cluster in each line is a
pattern to realize the sense classification of English modal verb must, this diagram can
function as WSD model for must.

To test the accuracy of the WSD model with all candidate features, the testing data
set is processed with the same procedure mentioned in 2.2; thus we obtain the formal
context of the testing data set. Then each object is examined with the pattern in the
WSD model. For the object possessing exactly the same feature cluster as the one in the
model, it should be examined whether it belongs to the same sense group as the one in
the model; and for the ones not having the same feature cluster, the similarity principle
is followed to see whether this object owns the same meaning as the objects having most
of the features in the model. All the 200 objects in the testing data set are observed in
this way and the accuracy is 94.5%.

4. Optimization of Feature Selection. The WSD model for must with all candidate
features is effective and the accuracy is high in disambiguating the two senses of must. In
this part, we continue to investigate whether we can achieve the same effectiveness and
accuracy for the WSD of must with fewer features. We propose a rule-extraction-based
optimization method for this purpose.

4.1. Rule extraction. Based on the SPOAD in Figure 2, the rules for WSD of must are
extracted according to the rule-extraction flowchart (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Rule-extraction flowchart
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Find ai in the SPOAD, and then go up the lines to the top node; the attribute combi-
nation constitutes a in the concept (g, a); then go down the lines to the objects, and the
object set constitutes g in the concept (g, a). After this operation, many concepts (the
possible rules) may be obtained for ai. All the possible rules are compared to observe
whether they share the same intent. If there are some concepts sharing the same intent, a
new pair will be generated with the same intent but the integrated extent; meanwhile, the
original concepts are deleted. As for the extent, if two concepts share the same extent,
the intent must be in the relation of inclusion, then the one with the largest intent (with
the most attributes) is retained and the rest of the concepts are deleted.

After this process, the concepts retained are the rules extracted from the SPOAD. In
this study, the rules extracted from Figure 2 for each sense of must are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Extracted rules of must

Rules for RTmust {1, a4} {1, a5} {1, a7}
Rules for EPImust {2, a3a6a8}

4.2. Optimization of feature selection. The above extracted rules only include 6
attributes: a3, a4, a5, a6, a7 and a8. Now we will see whether those 6 attributes can
disambiguate the two senses of must with accuracy as high as the one yielded by the prior
17 attributes. In Table 5, the other 11 attributes are deleted and a new formal context
with the 6 remained attributes is produced (see Table 5).

Table 5. Formal context of must with optimized features

This formal context is clarified and converted into SPOAD as well, generating the
new WSD model with only 6 features, as shown in Figure 4, through which the sense
classification and determination of must can be realized.

4.3. Testing of the new WSD model. To verify the effectiveness of the new model
built by optimized features, the original formal context of the testing data set is also
transformed into a new one by reserving the 6 features included in the extracted rules
and removing the other 11 features. Then the new formal context of the testing data set
is compared with the model and the accuracy of the new model is calculated as 97.5%,
which is higher than the model generated with all the 17 candidate features.

4.4. Result discussion. It can be seen that in the second model, the features being
used are reduced from 17 to 6 (as nearly as 200%), but the accuracy rate is 3 percent
higher. We may come to the conclusion that the feature set a3, a4, a5, a6, a7 and a8 are
the optimized feature set for the WSD of the two-sense must, and the other features are
redundant features, in other words, they do contribute to the WSD of must, but when
the optimized feature set exists, they are of little significance.
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Figure 4. SPOAD of must with optimized features

5. Conclusion. This paper proposes a novel method to optimize the feature selection of
English modal verb must in its WSD: constructing a structural partialordered attribute
diagram with all candidate features and extracting rules from it, which generates opti-
mized feature set. The follow-up experiment proves that the WSD model with optimized
feature set is more effective and the accuracy rate is higher in terms of the two-sense WSD
of must, i.e., it outperforms the original model with 17 features. The paper provides a new
perspective for feature selection in binary classification in machine learning and natural
language processing and might be applied to the research of other binary classifiers.
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